
 

 
PLAYMONSTER GROWS MY FAIRY GARDEN LINE WITH TWO NEW 

MAGICAL SETS  

The Additions of Solar Power and a Glittery Unicorn Bring Exciting New Details to the 

Enchanting Grow & Play Sets 

BELOIT, Wis. (February 17, 2018) — PlayMonster 

LLC is excited to extend its popular My Fairy 

Garden® Line in 2018, adding new themes and 

features to intrigue fans! The two new sets will be 

revealed during North American International Toy Fair 

in New York, February 17 – 20 at booth #435. 

My Fairy Garden is the first of its kind: A toy that’s 

also a real, live garden! Children love kits that allow 

them to grow plants at home because it gives them a 

connection to nature and a sense of satisfaction at having nurtured a living thing. My Fairy 

Garden takes it to a new, exciting level by allowing children to interact with it as part of an 

entertaining play set! 

One of the new sets features an on-trend and in-demand theme: Unicorns and rainbows! 

Unicorn Paradise™ boasts a garden on and around an eye-catching cave where the glittery 

unicorn, Celeste, can rest and hang out with her fairy friend Dahlia and Dahlia’s pet turtle 

Pebbles! Like the rest of the My Fairy Garden line, this set includes soil and seeds to grow real 

plants and flowers!  

Windmill Terrace™, the second line addition, goes above and beyond by bringing solar energy 

to My Fairy Garden! The garden’s main structure is an eye-catching gourd that boasts a moving 

windmill that is powered by the sun! When the windmill rotates, it also activates a water wheel 

below that scoops and circulates water in the pond! It’s the first My Fairy Garden to feature 

powered movement and adds a bigger STEM component to the brand. This set includes the 

fairy Saffron and her swans Grace and Beau, along with seeds and soil for the garden.  

The new grow-and-play sets will be available in Fall of 2018 and retail for $24.99 and $29.99, 

respectively. Both are for ages 4 and up. 

 

About PlayMonster LLC 

Beloit, WI-based PlayMonster is a toy and game company that believes in the power of play to 

make a positive difference in people’s lives. Delivering great play value by designing, 

manufacturing and marketing innovative, fun products such as “TOTY Game of the Year” Yeti in 

My Spaghetti®, along with other award-winning toys and games like The Game of THINGS…®, 



5 Second Rule®, Mirari®, Farkle, OK to Wake!®, My Fairy Garden®, Wonder Crew®, 

Automoblox® and Marbleocity® is how PlayMonster helps keep play alive for all ages. 
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